Repair is ubiquitous in biological systems, but rare in the inorganic world. We show that inorganic nanoscale systems can however possess remarkable repair and reconfiguring capabilities when subjected to extreme confinement. Confined crystallization inside single-walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT) templates is known to produce the narrowest inorganic nanowires, but little is known about the potential for repair of such nanowires once crystallized, and what can drive it. Here inorganic nanowires encapsulated within SWCNTs were seen by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy to adjust to changes in their nanotube template through atomic rearrangement at room temperature. These observations highlight nanowire repair processes, supported by theoretical modeling, that are consistent with atomic migration at fractured, ionic ends of the nanowires encouraged by long-range force fields, as well as release-blocking mechanisms where nanowire atoms bind to nanotube walls to stabilize the ruptured nanotube and allow the nanowire to reform. Such principles can inform the design of nanoscale systems with enhanced resilience.
Introduction
A desirable attribute for robust nanoscale systems is an ability to repair after damage, so that understanding what can drive repair is a critical aspect of system design. Though a staple feature of bio-related systems, repair is otherwise rare, but here we show that inorganic systems can also possess remarkable capabilities to repair and reconfigure when subjected to extreme confining environments. We study inorganic nanowires encapsulated inside single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWCNTs), which reveal reconfiguring dynamic phenomena involving both filling and nanotube that promote nanowire repair.
SWCNT templating uniquely produces very narrow, atomically regulated nanowires, that would not be stable and form otherwise [1] , and have unique prospects in chemical sensing, electron and spin transport, nanoscale mass-transport or drug delivery [2] . The most regularly used technological route to this end is crystallization from molten phase [1] , where molten filling material penetrates the confining environment of the inner cavity of the nanotube through its open ends or side-wall defects and subsequently crystallizes. The processes leading to nanowire formation are well on their way to being fully understood [3] ; however an interesting question is whether the same interactions can act towards nanowire repair or reconfiguration following structural damage even when the nanowire is already crystallized. The reconstructive behaviour of such confined nanowires, to what extent repair can occur, and what mechanisms can drive repair remain virtually unstudied.
When nanotubes are filled, the inner surface of the nanotube template can engage in chemical reactions and dynamic processes initiated or catalysed by the filling [4] . Such phenomena involve not only oxygen containing compounds [5] , but are more general and whether they occur or not depends on the bonding energy of the filling species with the nanotube inner wall [6] . In this context, it is not unreasonable to expect some interplay between the structural evolutions of the inner nanowire and the nanotube sheath, manifesting in both destructive and restorative processes. In the case of empty SWCNTs, self-repair of large (20 atom-) multivacancies has been claimed at room temperature [7] , challenging current theories and other reports that favour the repair of only much smaller holes [8] [9] [10] [11] and that require substantial thermal energy [10] . More generally, the ability of the nanotube wall to reconfigure (irrespective whether considered as "self-repair" or rather being electron beam-assisted) and eliminate larger holes favours the repair of the encapsulated nanowires as filling species permeate the nanotube only when the size of its multivacancies exceed a certain threshold. Here we exploited structural changes in the nanotube to provide a situation for the nanowire to evolve and reconfigure.
In this work we induced ejection of sub-units of nanowires from within SWCNTs under electron-beam exposure and observed subsequent processes of repair. We found initial defect creation in the nanotube wall did not lead to major disruption of either nanotube or encapsulated nanowire, but triggered competing dynamic phenomena of ejection, motion and repair. The systems we studied, encapsulated inorganic nanowires of silver iodide (AgI) and iodine (I), governed by ionic/polarization and van der Waals interactions respectively, allowed us to uncover different scenarios that favour nanowire repair. In medium-sized SWCNTs (~1.4 nm diameter), sufficiently deformable AgI crystals were observed to repair through atomic/bond rearrangement driven to conform to the new environment, highlighting a pathway towards a more general mechanism for nanowire repair, and also involving long-range electrostatic forces. Very narrow SWCNTs (<1.1 nm diameter) filled with iodine ribbons, and expected to have little structural stability [12] , were able to sustain repeated sequential events of atom ejection and healing or blocking of the wall defects, while the iodine structure inside underwent repair. These results demonstrate remarkable capabilities that nanostructures can possess to repair and reconfigure when subjected to extreme confining environments.
We used the molten phase technique to produce crystalline AgI nanowires inside SWCNTs (AgI@SWCNTs) according to established procedures and our previous work [2, 13] . Extensive studies [2] have revealed various encapsulated AgI structures, dependent upon the nanotube diameter and stemming from the well-known bulk AgI polymorphism with subsequent relaxation inside the nanotube. Iodine nanowires can also form very occasionally, as found here, as a by-product of AgI dissociation in the surrounding medium; their distinctive diameter-dependent phases have been established in Ref. [14] . We used high resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) to resolve the initial structure of encapsulated AgI and I nanowires and record their subsequent evolution under increased electron beam doses. We used an accelerating voltage of 100 kV, which is above the knock-on threshold of carbon atoms from both empty [15] and filled carbon nanotubes [4] , in order to create ejection sites in the nanotube wall, but kept the doses orders of magnitude lower (in the range 0.4 to 2 A/cm 2 ) than values used in other works [16] , in order to delay and reduce carbon knock-on damage [9, 17] as well as slow down the frequency of the events occurring within the encapsulated nanowires while capturing those in real time (see Methods). Working at sub-threshold energy, where the nanotube cage remains intact, would not offer the same opportunities for nanowire evolution (see Methods). Complementary density functional theory (DFT) and molecular dynamics (MD) studies (see Methods) were used to support the dynamic processes and structural configurations we proposed.
Results
Panel 1 of Fig. 1(a) shows a HRTEM image of an AgI@SWCNT (in 1.4 nm diameter nanotube), observed over ~10 nm before continuing over a longer length under obstructing material residing in a different plane (see Electronic Supplementary Material ESM-1). AgI filling was confirmed by energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) on similar structures, an example of which is shown in ESM-1. The image in Panel 1 and associated sets of focal series and exit wavefunction reconstruction images (see Methods and ESM-1) are compatible with a relaxed structure of bulk AgI (Figs. 1(b) , 1(c) and 1(d), and ESM-1). DFT calculations showed that, persistently, silver atoms relax towards the interior of the structure, reducing the ionicity of outer atoms. There is virtually no bonding of this structure with the nanotube wall (as shown by the centred structure and clear van der Waals spacing to the wall, and supported by DFT calculations yielding negligible electron transfer between nanotube and nanowire). This permits occasional rotation of the structure between orientations p1 and p2 (Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)) yielding two different sets of focal series (to which Fig. 1 (a) Panels 1-4, and 5-9 belong, respectively; see ESM-1). Panels 1-9 in Fig. 1 (a) capture several key evolutionary stages of this AgI@SWCNT structure under irradiation at a fixed electron beam dose of 2 A/cm 2 . Prior to this, imaging at lower doses (0.4 to 1 A/cm 2 ) for tens of minutes caused no visible changes to the nanotube or encapsulated nanowire, and only little and very gradual e-beam induced contamination of the adjacent regions. Then, in Stage 1 (Panels 1 and 2), a kink, visible in the upper left side of the nanotube wall in Panel 1, evolves to become much more pronounced in Panel 2. Concomitantly, material is released, with kinetics that are fast enough for the release of the filling to not be captured in successive images (taken every 1 s), with Panels 2 and 3 showing successive images just after ejection of a few nm long AgI section. We identified the kink as the likely ejection site (as opposed to, potentially, ends of the nanotube located beyond the imaged region) based on the fact that the only region in the exposed area that showed significant build-up of material, suddenly and concomitant with the enlargement of the kink is the one located immediately adjacent to its left (see larger area in ESM-1). This suggests that vacancies sufficiently large to allow AgI sublimation were created in the nanotube in the first instance.
A strong contrast fragment is seen in Panel 2 in the region of the kink, and then not visible any longer in Panel 3. Previously [18] , in the release of copper iodide (CuI) from multi-walled carbon nanotubes, I
-ions were identified as the first to be ejected, leaving behind the metal cations. This scenario is also consistent with the side-wall mechanism proposed in Ref. [16] where halogen release converts encapsulated silver halides into Ag inside damaged SWCNTs. In Stage Panels 8 and 9 show the final nanowire at two further focal distances. The evolution described above highlights two critical aspects that determine stability and repair in these hybrid systems. Firstly, what changes to the vacancy in the nanotube wall occur that stop further permeation through the wall and hence sublimation? Secondly, what processes drive two disjoint parts of a nanowire to reconnect and repair? Concerning the former, here, iodine is the largest species involved in sublimation, and we use it as a probe of the size of side-wall vacancies. A second dynamic process that we observed, Fig. 2 , where iodine is sequentially released, over tens of minutes, through the side of a 1.1 nm diameter nanotube containing a two-atomic row iodine nanoribbon, suggests a possible "plugging" mechanism. Several ejection/reorganization events were captured as an example in a movie that covered 40 s in real time (available as ESM-2). This movie was also used to generate Fig. 2(c) . Figure 2(a) shows HRTEM images of the iodine nanoribbon before any side defects that would allow iodine release are generated. Images were taken under an electron beam dose of 0.4 A/cm 2 and illustrate the appearance of the ribbon as it moves under the beam between untwisted (p1) and twisted (p2) configurations. This (and the accompanying distortion of the nanotube in p2) is characteristic of this iodine polytype [14] . Identification of structure from Fig. 2 as being iodineonly was based on the similarity with the iodine ribbon like-structures published in Ref. [14] , and the clear incompatibility of the observed inter-atomic distances with any ribbon-like, bi-atomic AgI phases predicted to exist by MD and DFT simulations (supported by previous work [19] as well as our own simulations; see also ESM-1).
By increasing the electron beam dose to 2 A/cm 2 , a defective region (visible as a kink indicated by arrow in Fig. 2(c) ) is induced in the side-wall of the nanotube, leading to ejection of the filling through the nanotube side. HRTEM was able to image single iodine atoms (see Methods) while in various metastable states of this process, i.e., states that were stable long enough to be captured with the 1 s temporal resolution of our experiment. These images are taken from a movie of the events (given in ESM-2) and shown in Fig. 2(c) , depicting key stages of a proposed iodine ejection scenario: 1, filling atom moves inside the van der Waals spacing between the nanoribbon and the nanotube, leading to the decrease of interatomic spacing between atom and nanotube wall to almost zero; 2, atom traverses the nanotube wall and remains in proximity to its outer side; and 3, no ejection occurs as the nanoribbon inside reconstructs. Snapshots of these stages were obtained repeatedly over the whole observation period, the movie in ESM-2 providing several cycles of them. Though HRTEM could capture only metastable states (while very fast dynamical processes, such as adatom diffusion along a perfect graphenic surface [20, 21] , even if they occur, are not expected to be observed in real time with the temporal resolution used here or even the highest yet achieved [22] ) the proposed ejection scenario is supported by the following arguments. (i) We captured a similar number of images for Stages 1 and 2, supporting the idea that they have a common origin; on the contrary, significantly more images of "Stage 2" would be recorded if additional processes, such as atomic migration along the nanotube's outer surface from unspecified external iodine pools to the kink would play a significant role in our observations. (ii) The strong reduction of the van der Waals spacing in Stage 1 can be achieved only through bonding of the filling atom with the nanotube inner wall [6] making the return of the atom to the ribbon highly unlikely; a similar decrease in the van der Waals spacing was observed in the binding of an encapsulated transition metal atom to the nanotube inner surface, which was then shown to be a pathway towards tube wall breakage and atom exit (followed by a complete nanotube sectioning) [6] . These considerations permit us to correlate the three stages observed experimentally despite the 1 s temporal resolution. We also note that a similar temporal resolution has been used in inferring scenarios in a variety of dynamic processes with mixed fast and slow stages [8] .
Between ejection events, the nanoribbon repair appears to be almost perfect, despite competition with further side-wall ejection events. Moreover, ejection occurs from a central portion of the ribbon, requiring atomic reorganisation to occur over an extended distance. In this aspect the process is similar to that which occurs during the filling of a nanotube with molten ionic phases, when the two crystallizing parts join and ionic bonds re-arrange themselves in a domino-like fashion [3] . Here, however, the interaction between the atoms in the nanoribbon is predominantly of van der Waals type.
Discussion
The intermittent nature of the ejection events could suggest that defects in the carbon nanotube wall seal periodically. Room temperature permeation [23] and ejection of hydrocarbon chains [7] through nanotube pores, followed by pore closing have been observed as single events. However, we consider it unlikely that in the same region repeated instances of destruction followed by such complex repair to a stable configuration would occur repeatedly, contrary to our observations. More likely, we believe, is that iodine released from the nanoribbon temporarily blocks the side hole, inhibiting the next ejection event, so that the ejection occurs sporadically. This is supported by the observation of repeated events where filling atoms are seen trapped either on the inner or outer sides of the nanotube wall in the region of the ejection site. Support for this picture comes from MD simulations (further details in ESM-1) which also permit an estimate of the size of side-wall vacancies that prevent iodine ion transfer. These consider bi-capped SWCNTs, with hole sizes corresponding to the removal of 12 or 24 C atoms (5.7 Å and 9.6 Å diameter holes respectively), and investigate the reverse passage of material, from an external AgI rich melt into a nanotube. The melt ensures the simulation contains interactions between the wall and iodine species from a dense condensed phase, whilst enhancing the collision rate compared to a crystalline or gas-like iodine-only environment, each of which would have greatly limited the likelihood of an ion-transfer event occurring during the time-scale accessible to MD. Figure 2(d) shows snapshots for the two situations taken after ~200 ps of MD simulationsufficient time for AgI to enter the end of uncapped nanotubes and form multi-row encapsulated nanocrystals several nm in length in a comparative process (see ESM-1). We find that the smaller side hole (h1) becomes effectively blocked by an iodine ion that binds to the edge atoms and which prevents the passage of material across the nanotube wall. For the larger side hole (h2), only a relatively small amount of ionic material passes across, indicating the iodine ion has also blocked the hole, although less completely than for the smaller hole; this process is much slower than when material enters that nanotube through the open ends (see ESM-1). Although not directly comparable to the observed dynamical process (where the longer timescale prohibits MD simulation) these simulations support the principle of iodine "plugging'' holes in the nanotube wall, thereby inhibiting the free passage of material through it. This blocking mechanism using atoms from the filling, in this case iodine, can provide a degree of stabilization for defective SWCNTs. This phenomenon echoes a similar stabilization process based on the trapping of transition metals within vacancies of graphene sheets and multi-walled carbon nanotubes [24] .
Our MD simulations also show that the nanotube from Fig. 1 must have repaired itself to at least the level of a 12-atom vacancy hole in order to stop any further sublimation of the AgI material inside, for which the I atoms constitute a probe. Following the ejection of a large nanowire section, such as in Fig. 1 , the end of the remaining part can be expected to play a crucial part in the repair, through the way it relaxes within the space made available in the nanotube, the modifications in the charges of the ions, and through them the associated electrostatic field within the nanotube. We have used DFT to explore these changes, choosing a section of the structure obtained in Fig. 1(d) of several unit cells in length as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Holding the atoms fixed at one end, those at the other were permitted to relax while inside a SWCNT of 1.5 nm in diameter. Figure 3(b) shows that after relaxation both ionic species tend to approach each other at the free end, in doing so moving inwards from the side wall and lengthways along the tube. This "shearing" and accompanying decrease in diameter of the filling represents a mechanism by which the structure could accommodate the constricted, funnel region of the encapsulating nanotube that we have observed. We also find that relaxation produces a polar end, which could discriminatively attract oppositely charged, mobile ions from within the region to the right (left of Fig. 1 ), potentially encouraging re-crystallisation in a step-by-step growth process. Electrostatic effects were investigated using Mulliken charges from DFT in a discrete dipole approximation model (DDA), previously used to describe polarization effects on the nanotubes induced by encapsulated nanocrystals [2, 25] . Calculating the electrostatic potential within the tube, we find this to be significant, fractions of an eV and well above thermal energy at room temperature (RT), over a distance exceeding 1 nm from the polar end, supporting the view that the nanowire reconfiguration across a nano-constriction can be aided by relatively long-ranged electrostatic forces generated by partially ionic fillings, as here. Note that under the beam conditions we used (100 keV and low doses, 0.4-2 A/cm
Conclusions
We have observed dynamic processes in the confining environment of SWCNTs filled with inorganic nanowires that reveal mechanisms that favour the repair of the encapsulated nanowires and increase the stability of damaged nanotubes. A nanowire of partially ionic AgI is observed to regain continuity following the ejection of several sub-units, aided by relaxation processes within the nanowire and sufficiently long-ranged electrostatic forces which encourage the restorative migration of charged species to the fractured end. Atom-by-atom, sequential release from a central portion of an iodine nanoribbon is accompanied by small scale reorganizations over an extended distance that result in repeated restoration of nanoribbon integrity. Our observations also show that certain encapsulated compounds can help stabilize singlewalled carbon nanotubes under beam exposure, providing species that can bind to multivacancies created in the sidewalls-this contrasts with known cases where filling (with e.g., oxygen-rich or transition metals) accelerated both degradation and disintegration, or nanotube sectioning and closing. These principles contribute towards establishing a blueprint for the design of robust and reconfigurable nanowire systems. Finally, we envisage that a detailed understanding of the underlying processes will also enable their exploitation in the controlled formation of intra-tube nanowire heterojunctions.
Methods and computational details

HRTEM: Choice of imaging/irradiation conditions and effects on materials. Imaging and simulation
HRTEM was performed at room temperature with a JEOL 3000 F field-emission gun microscope operated at 100 keV and electron beam doses from 0.4 to 2 A/cm 2 . This energy is slightly above the knock-on threshold of ~86 keV for carbon atoms in pure carbon nanostructures [15, 17] , such as empty SWCNTs, and is considered as appropriate for routine imaging of such nanostructures [15] . We are also aware that the knock-on threshold can be lowered by an undetermined degree by the presence of impurities [12] or, in our case, filling material. In these circumstances, we chose 100 keV in order to ensure that we could induce changes to the nanotubes as the starting points for the processes involving the inorganic nanowires, but we deliberately kept the doses orders of magnitude lower than values used in other works [16] in order to reduce the rate of knock-on displacement of carbon atoms [9, 17] . Indeed, calculations based on Ref. [17] show that at 100 keV, under beam current densities of 0.4 to 2 A/cm 2 , with a threshold energy for carbon knock-on of ~17 eV [15] , the displacement rate of carbon atoms p ranges between 3.6 × 10 -5 to 1.8 × 10 -4 s -1
; this is equivalent to saying that each carbon atom under the beam has been displaced once in 1/p ranging from 28 000 s (for the lowest dose), to 5600 s (for the highest dose). These values compare well with our observations times, which we kept ~tens of minutes for the lowest doses, and several minutes for the highest dose. This choice of doses is also supported by the many observations of AgI filled nanotubes we made, where no degradation of either nanotube or filling was noted during routine observations or acquisition of focal series. In general, our experiments proceeded by examining the structures at the lowest doses, and then carefully increasing the dose until changes were recorded.
We also considered other possible effects of the e-beam on the observed structures. Based on Refs. [17, 26] thermal heating of the SWCNTs induced by the electron beam is considered to be negligible.
Other potential e-beam induced effects involve the encapsulated inorganic nanowires. Knock-on of any of the heavier Ag or I atoms has a highly reduced rate compared to the carbon knock-on, and can be neglected [17] . Previous studies [16, 28] have shown that ionic silver halides, such as AgCl and AgBr, encapsulated within SWCNTs can be reduced to crystalline Ag under intense e-beam irradiation. However, AgBr nanowires inside SWCNTs could only be reduced to Ag at ~72 A/cm 2 and 120 keV (corresponding to a displacement rate p of ~0.008 s -1 , 1/p  121 s, i.e., rates that are orders of magnitude larger than in our case) and only after locally damaging the protective SWCNT cage, and only in that specific region [16] . AgI is expected to have a lower propensity for reduction, as I is the largest (stable) halogen atom and would diffuse to the exit point with more difficulty. Supported also by our own observations on both AgI@SWCNTs and extraneous (un-encapsulated) AgI nanocrystals (occasionally seen in our sample), which did not show crystallographic changes upon exposure in the conditions we describe, we determined that the doses we used did not reduce AgI to Ag. The AgI@SWCNT structure from Fig. 1 Panel 1 was examined over tens of minutes with doses between 0.4 and 1 A/cm 2 without observing any structural evolution of the nanotube and encapsulated nanowire, and just minor and gradual build-up of e-beam induced contamination on the borders of the region observed (see ESM-1). The same crystallization phase was observed several times within our sample. A low dose of 0.4 A/cm 2 was used to establish the initial structure of the iodine nanoribbon from Fig. 2 (a) (as low stability was expected for the narrow SWCNT that encapsulated it) resulting in images with somewhat lower S/N ratio. The dose was then ramped to 2 A/cm 2 to induce structural evolution in both structures. Identification of structures from Figs. 1 and 2 as being AgI and iodine, respectively, is supported by EDX, our prior work [2] and other literature [14, 19] (ESM-1) .
The microscope has a spherical aberration coefficient (C s ) of 0.57 mm giving a point resolution of ~0.225 nm at 100 keV, as obtained by optimizing the contrast transfer function as in Ref. [9] (see ESM-1 for an example of achieved resolution). This spatial resolution is very similar to that in Ref. [9] , where a 120 keV HRTEM without aberration correction was used to provide direct evidence of atomic defects in graphene layers and SWCNTs. This resolution figure is better than the dimensions encountered within our AgI and I nanowires, whose evolution is our focus: the ionic radius of single I ions is ~0.2 nm, so single I ions can be resolved, while various crystal periodicities that need to be resolved are larger than the spatial resolution (as well as being larger than the inter-chain distances of carbon atoms within the nanotube/graphene lattice, resolved in Ref. [9] without an aberration corrector). Image resolution is 1024 pixel  1024 pixel. A low pass convolution filter with a 5  5 kernel was applied for Fig. 1 of main text, and Figs. S-1, S-3, and S-5 in ESM-1. The rest of the images presented were unfiltered.
Focal series and exit wavefunction reconstruction were performed for the structure in Fig. 1 (see ESM-1 ). Structural models were generated with CrystalMaker [29] and modified through DFT to match the exit plane wavefunction reconstructed image (done with JEMS) [30] , while their image simulations (with SimulaTEM) [31] were compared with the sets of focal series (in ESM-1).
The movie in Electronic Supplementary Material ESM-2 shows sequential ejection/reorganization of the iodine nanoribbon and was obtained by collating 40 consecutive frames. HRTEM simulations of vacancies plugged by one iodine atom are compatible with experimental images such as that shown in Panel 2 of Fig. 2(c) .
DFT ab initio calculations (further details in the ESM)
First-principles calculations used to investigate the stability of candidate structures for the AgI phase observed in HRTEM images were performed using the plane-wave pseudopotential code CASTEP [32] . We used ultrasoft pseudopotentials, plane wave cut-offs up to 350 eV and k-point sampling with Δk < 0.05 Å -1 , with structures relaxed till residual forces fell below 0.02 eV/Å. We used the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof form of the generalized gradient approximation [33] to the exchange-correlation interaction of density functional theory. These predict the wurtzite phase of AgI as most stable, with lattice parameters a = 4.67 Å and c = 7.66 Å, in good agreement with the experimental values of 4.60 Å and 7.52 Å, respectively [34] . The lattice parameter of planar monolayer graphene is predicted to be a = 2.463 Å, also in good agreement with the experimental value of 2.461 Å.
Model encapsulated nanocrystal systems were constructed working within the dual constraints of experimentally-determined dimensions and available computational resources. On the basis of the tube diameter (d CNT ) determined from the analysis of HRTEM images we focused on (n,m) nanotubes: (17, The CASTEP code models an overall periodic structure, and so to model the combined nanotube+filling we constructed commensurate approximants with unit cells containing either 2 or 4 basic repeat units of (17,0) and (18,0), and 1 or 2 basic repeat units of (15, 5) , corresponding to up to 520 C atoms. AgI fillings were introduced, initially based upon cuts of bulk wurtzite and zinc blende AgI, with atomic coordinates compressed or expanded in an axial direction to be commensurate with the nanotubes, and stay close to the axial periodicity of t ~0.78 nm for the AgI filling, as determined from HRTEM. The nanotube+filling structures were periodically repeated with tube-tube separations of 6 or 8 Å. Both HRTEM simulations and simple estimates based upon atomic/ van der Waals dimensions pointed to a triple-row arrangement of I atoms, and so other candidate structures were considered comprising of 2 × 3, 3 × 3, and 1 + 3 + 1 and 2 + 3 + 2 rows of AgI atoms, which were each permitted to relax.
The structure in Fig. 1 was obtained within an (18,0) SWCNT, and resulted in the closest match with experiment when simulating HRTEM images (shown in Fig. S-1 of ESM-1 ). It was obtained by relaxing a cut from bulk zinc blende AgI with the [ ] 112 direction along the nanowire's long axis. A closely related configuration was also obtained within a (15,5) SWCNT (Fig. S-8 in ESM-1) . A discussion concerning the possibility of formation of inorganic nanotubes and irregular nanowires (as previously predicted by several MD calculations) [3, 19] is included in ESM-1.
Molecular dynamics calculations
Molecular dynamics simulations were performed to investigate the passage of ions through defective nanotube walls. In the experiments, ions originate from an encapsulated nanocrystal, and are observed to pass through and away from the nanotube intermittently, on a timescale of seconds. This precludes the use of MD to study this actual process. Instead, to gain insight, we have considered the passage of ions through vacancy defects in nanotubes from a liquid AgI melt surrounding the nanotube.
We used periodic simulation cells containing 1450-1600 AgI ions surrounding 2 nm long nanotubes of up to 580 atoms. AgI, carbon-carbon and ion-carbon interactions were modeled using respectively the RVP potential [35] , Tersoff-Ⅱ potential [36] and a fitted Lennard-Jones potential [3] . Further details about the theoretical computations are given in ESM-1.
The approach used is similar to that previously used to model SWCNT filling from melt [3] . A cylindrical volume corresponding to the SWCNT section is removed from an equilibrated liquid configuration, and replaced with a SWCNT of chosen morphology, i.e., ~2 nm lengths of open-ended (n,n) SWCNTs with n = 8, 9, and 10, or a (10,10) SW CNT capped at each end by a C 82 hemisphere. Further MD steps are performed for ~100 ps, with the open ends of SWCNTs sealed with sections of graphene sheet to prevent filling during this stage. Once equilibrium is re-attained, these caps are then removed and/or holes created in the SWCNT sidewall by removing a set number of atoms, and MD performed for a few hundred ps at T = 550 K, corresponding to just above the AgI melting point according to the AgI pair-potential model that we employ. After equilibrating systems for 100 ps at T = 550 K, ions were allowed to penetrate ideal or defective nanotube structures, and systems followed for a further 200 ps. Simulations were repeated using several different initial ion configurations to assess statistical significance. Holes that we have considered correspond to 12 and 24 carbon atoms, and have radii of 0.57 and 0.96 nm respectively.
Further details regarding the comparison of time scales for ion passage through side-wall holes of capped nanotubes as opposed to passage through open-ended nanotubes without side-wall defects is given in ESM-1.
